
Instrumental Hymn Accompaniments   

 

Introduction 
 

Along with piano, organ, or other keyboard, these instrumental settings can be used as accompaniments to congregational singing. 

The settings were conceived to match the Presbyterian Hymnal, Glory to God, although they will match many other hymnals as 

well.  These settings may also be used as stand-alone instrumental features. 

 

Most of the Instrumental Hymn Accompaniments settings are in 3 parts: 

 A Melody which is the same as the hymnal soprano part. 

 A Harmony which is based on the hymnal alto part with minor harmonic adjustments to better suit use as a stand-alone 

duet with the Melody when desired.  

 A Counter Melody which should be used like a vocal descant, generally played on the last verse. These counter melodies 

are written for more advanced players in both range and rhythm. 

An mp3 recording and the following voicings for each hymn are available: 

 1. C Instruments: Violin, Flute/Piccolo, Oboe, C Trumpet, C Recorder, Synthesizer 

 2. B-flat Instruments: B-flat Clarinet, B-flat Trumpet, B-flat Soprano Saxophone, (B-flat Tenor Saxophone) 

  

Additionally, many settings include the following voicings: 

 

3. E-flat Instruments: E-flat Alto Saxophone, E-flat Clarinet, E-flat Alto Clarinet  

 4. F Instruments: F Horn, English Horn 

 5. Viola: Alto Clef 

  

 Lower Register Bass Clef Instruments should play the appropriate Tenor or Bass vocal part directly from the hymnal. Suggested 

assignments are: Bassoon—generally the bass part but the tenor part also works; Cello—generally the tenor part but the bass part 

also works; Contrabass—the bass part; Trombone—generally the tenor part but the bass part also works; Baritone 

B.C./Euphonium—generally the tenor part but the bass part also works; and Tuba—the bass part transposed an octave lower. For 

those instruments that can play either the tenor or bass part, assignment should be made to achieve a good balance throughout. 

 
Where appropriate, parts are written in octaves to accommodate instrument and performer playing range. Arrangements in the 

Instrumental Hymn Accompaniment series may also be used as mixed or matching instrumental duets or trios, with or without 

accompaniment. The Instrumental Hymn Accompaniment series provides separate arrangements for the same hymn when the key 

or harmony differ between the two hymnals—Glory to God and Hymns, Psalms and Spiritual Songs.  

 

A few of the Instrumental Hymn Accompaniment settings are arranged in a more traditional “trio” setting with a melody and 2 

harmony parts. 

 

Depending on individual abilities, many of the settings can be used as preludes, offertories, postludes, etc. With a little planning, 

arrangements can be prepared tying two or more hymns together using keyboard introductions and/or interludes. Intergenerational 

instrumental ensembles are a great way to involve young instrumentalist in worship, especially if they can “double” with more 

experienced players. Special attention should be given to those key signatures which may be unfamiliar to some instrumentalist.  

 

When accompanying the congregation, determining which part to play, or not to play, on each verse will add to the effectiveness 

of these settings. For example, having all instrumentalist rest on the second to last verse of a hymn then join on the final verse, 

especially when adding the Counter Melody, can be very uplifting. To go along with this, having the keyboard and instrumentalist 

play the last phrase of a hymn as a short interlude before beginning the final verse also works well. Playing the last phrase or two 

can also serve as an introduction.  

 

The following is a possible outline for a hymn with 4 verses using a mixed instrumental ensemble along with organ, piano or other 

keyboard. Of course, each church will need to adapt and organize to best match their own instrumentalist and needs.  

 

Introduction: Instrumentalist and keyboard play the last phrase or two of the hymn without the Counter Melody.  

Verse 1: All instruments play Melody or Harmony with lower register bass clef instruments assigned to the   

 appropriate tenor or bass vocal part. See above.    

Verse 2: A smaller group of instrumentalist play Melody and Harmony, perhaps woodwinds and strings. Another option is to have 

a few advanced woodwinds and violins, or even a soloist, play the Counter Melody.  

Verse 3: Instrumentalist rest. 

Interlude: Repeat the introduction. 

Verse 4: All instruments play Melody or Harmony with a select advanced player (or players) playing the Counter Melody. 


